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The proposed measures are described in more detail in the report “A 40 Gloucestershire Cycling 
Provision & Route Study 2016” and summarised in the lists below. In order to create a complete 
and continuous safe route, it is essential to implement all of the measures. Omitting any one 
section makes the route indirect and could significantly reduce its usefulness.  
 
It is also essential to ensure that the proposed redevelopment of Elmbridge Court roundabout 
includes fully integrated cycle facilities, ideally at grade.   
 
 
Potential Design Solutions to Provide for Cycling - B4063, Part A (see Appendix A for location details) 

 

A. Review and lowering of speed limits from Arle Court Roundabout to Elmbridge Court Roundabout – introduce 

the most appropriate limit for the current conditions, sign with entry gateway features and reinforce where 

possible with appropriate traffic calming measures centred on the areas with most local activity; Consider 

20mph Zones in Churchdown/ Innsworth centred around schools; 

 
B. Implement a full robust system of cycle & pedestrian direction signing featuring all local attractions, amenities 

and facilities with distances symbols and route numbers. This should cover the whole route and the 

surrounding area route network; 

 
C. Review all carriageway markings with a view to reallocating road space to cyclists and install cycle lanes; 

 
D. Widen all existing cycle lanes to recommended standards .Install colour surface treatment to cycle lanes at all 

locations where hazard or conflict could occur e.g. all junctions, bus stops , entrances, transitions etc.; 

 
E. Upgrade of existing ‘shared-use’ paths with clear regulation signing and markings. Incorporate raised priority 

features at all side roads and entrances; 

 
F. Upgrade signal junctions with ‘Toucan’ facilities on all arms, Advance Stop Lines connected to cycle lanes on 

all approaches. Provide transition ramps to allow cyclists to reach the crossing facilities or bypass the signals 

or queuing traffic where feasible. Investigate/trial colour surface ‘lanes’ through the junction; 

 
G.  Convert exist pelican crossings to ‘Toucan’ operation; 

 
H. Install lighting under the M5 bridge & implement physical segregation from traffic; 

 
I. Reshape wide bell-mouth side road junctions to reduce cyclists exposure to hazards; 

 
J. Widen existing paths and convert to ‘shared-use’ with regulatory signs and markings on the approach/exit from 

the main roundabout junctions and at GCHQ; 

 
K. Construct new ‘shared-use’ path in the verge on the approach/exit from the Arle Court roundabout junction. 
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Potential Design Solutions to Provide for Cycling - B4063, Part B (see full report for location details) 

 
L. Review speed limit and implement 20mph Zones along B4063 and extend where appropriate from Elmbridge 

Court Roundabout to Gloucester –reinforce with appropriate gateway features, highly visible traffic calming 

measures (bus friendly) e.g. speed cushions; 

 
M. Implement a full, robust system of cycle & pedestrian direction signing featuring all local attractions, amenities 

and facilities with distances symbols and route numbers. This should cover the whole route and the 

surrounding area route network; 

 
N. Review all carriageway markings with a view to reallocating road space to cyclists and install cycle lanes where 

gaps exist; 

 
O. Widen all existing cycle lanes to recommended standards .Install colour surface treatment to cycle lanes at all 

locations where hazard or conflict could occur e.g. all junctions, bus stops , entrances, transitions etc.;  
 

P. Upgrade any existing ‘shared-use’ paths with clear regulation signing and markings. Incorporate raised priority 

features at all side roads and entrances, implement transitions at regular suitable locations; 

 
Q. Upgrade signal junctions with ‘Toucan’ facilities on all arms, Advance Stop Lines connected to cycle lanes on 

all approaches. Provide transition ramps to allow cyclists to reach the crossing facilities or bypass the signals 

or queuing traffic where feasible. Investigate/trial colour surface ‘lanes’ through the junction; 

 
R.  Convert exist pelican crossings to ‘Toucan’ operation; 

 
S. Reshape wide bell-mouth side road junctions to reduce cyclists exposure to hazards; 

 
T. Widen existing paths and convert to ‘shared-use’ with regulatory signs and markings and regularly spaced  

transitions where an advantage would be gained off-carriageway; 

 
U. Remove cycle lanes where they are not observed; 

 
V. Install wide colour surface priority treatments at Refuge Island; 

 
W. Redesign NMU layout (footway & carriageway) ; 

 
X. Redesign and remodel roundabout to single lane entry/exit continental style layout. 
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Integration 

 Improved access for cyclists to local employment, education, housing 

 Reduced severance between Cheltenham and Gloucester and local points along B4063 
route.  

 
Other benefits 
 
Table 5, taken from the Cycling SAR, shows a synopsis of the economic benefits of the scheme 
based on the data input to the workbook (using a 20 year assessment period): 
 

 
Table 5 Economic benefits attributed to A40 Gloucestershire Cycling scheme 

 
The scheme is also anticipated to reduce private motor car traffic to local employment, education 
and housing. 
 
Key Deliverables  
 
It is to be determined whether outputs can be claimed for this scheme as all improvements being 
proposed are off the HE SRN. 
 
Works Programme 
Design 2017/18, build 2018/19 pending VM approval and funding. 
 

Traffic Management 
 
Traffic management requirements will vary according to the measure being installed and its 
location on the B4063.  The most likely types of TM required to implement the scheme would 
include single lane closures with 2 way lights in place and diversion routes.   
 
Discounted Options 
 
The initial aspiration of this study was to provide a straight, continuous cycleway to the latest 
Highways Standards along the A40 trunk road.  Although technically not impossible, the study 
showed that the A40 options would encounter significant obstacles which would result in 
extremely high costs and/or a reduced overall quality of the route. 
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The most significant of these barriers is the crossing of the M5 at J11. A safe crossing within the 
current road space and overbridge at Junction 11 would not be possible due to required slip road 
crossing and a profile on the A40 over bridge across the M5 that is too narrow for a safe cycle 
provision. 
 
A range of alternatives were considered, the most viable were looked at in detail (refer to “A 40 
Gloucestershire Cycling Provision & Route Study 2016”) which were summarised in a matrix (see 
Figure 18 below).   
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Figure 18 – Matrix of Criteria of alternative route options 
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Potential Constraints/Risks 
 

 Almost the entire route is on local authority Gloucestershire Council/ Highway land 

 Scheme requires full support of GCC in order to deliver successfully and improve the 
safety of cyclists and pedestrians as well as improving rates of walking and cycling in the 
local area. Without this, elements of the scheme may not be built  which would be 
detrimental to the whole route and jeopardise the safety of cyclists and pedestrians 

 Responsibilities for design and construction need to be discussed and agreed between 
Highways England and Gloucestershire County Council 

 
 
Notes for Asset Solutions Team 
 
Opportunities 
 

 There is a potential that sections of the scheme could be funded by developer 
contributions. Areas along the B4063 have been identified for development including 
residential and commercial premises. 

 
Figure 19 – Areas identified by the Joint Core Strategy* for residential and employment 

development near the route 
 

 There is potential that junctions along the route suggested to be upgraded by Skanska are 
already proposed to be modernised e.g.; designs for signal upgrades etc. could include 
‘Toucan’ crossing facilities at little extra cost; 
 

 During routine maintenance of carriageway surface and road markings, new road layouts 
including cycle lanes and safety improvements could be put back at no extra build cost;  

 
* Joint Core Strategy consists of Gloucester City Council, Cheltenham Borough Council, and Tewkesbury    
   Borough Council 
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Appendix A: Scheme Overview Drawings
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